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MAKING A CHRISTMAS JOURNAL FROM SCRATCH. 
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Every year I take part in Shimelle Laine’s class ‘’Journal Your Christmas’’. 

What I love about this class is that it lasts from December 1st through to 12th night. 

The first year you pay for the class but on subsequent years you receive all the class 

pdfs but the class is free. There are other December journaling projects, for example 

Ali Edward’s December Daily, however I love completing my album right into January 

every year. 

 

SUPPLIES: 

For this particular DIY journal you will need: 

 2 page covers, choose the size and substance you wish however for journal 

covers I would advise a strong substance such as chipboard, mounting board 

or thick cardboard from, for example, packaging. 

 A variety of patterned papers, I used both 12 x 12 papers and a 6 x 6 pad by 

Studio Calico. My papers are a mixture of previous year’s Christmas designs 

and some new ones for this year such as Crate Paper ‘’Bundled Up’’.  

 Binding rings, I am using ring binders sized 3 inches because it enables me to 

add in additional pages and move pages around. It also ensures the album 

has plenty of room to grow. It is pretty thick already at this point! 

 Ribbon. I love ribbon to decorate all my albums and I use pieces of ribbon to 

decorate the ring binders. I am using ribbon to tie my album together at the 

end. 

 Embellishments for example brads, stickers, buttons. 

 Embroidery threads 

 Luggage tags, sizes large and small from my local stationers. 

 Envelopes, you can use any size however I am using ones which fit within my 

page sizing. Mine are 5 x 7 from Papermania in a plain brown. 

 Wet Glue for example Glossy accents. 

 Stickles in Rock candy and Red. 

 Double sided tape, I am using American crafts. 

 Punches, I am using a scalloped circle 1 ¼ inches, plain circle 1 inch, a label 

punch. 

 Letters, you can use wooden letters, glitter letters, stickers, and die cuts. 
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Method: 

 For my album, I have used some mount board pieces which tend to be a good 

weight for covers. You could however use pre-purchased covers, packaging 

material like Amazon wrappers they pack books in I made last year’s journal 

with that and it was really sturdy, pizza boxes, basically something which is 

strong. 

 I decided to make my album sized: 10 ½ x 7 ½ as the boards I had were cut 

to that size. Having cut my covers to size I then needed to decide on the 

cover patterned paper. I chose a pink card with a slight sheen to it for the front 

and back covers  

 

 I also chose a velvet and lace ribbon for my ribbon ties. You need to stick you 

ribbon ties onto the cardboard first and for this I use extra strong double sided 

tape. Position your ribbons on the covers and adhere them so the ribbons run 

centrally across the front and back covers and will meet so that they can be 

tied neatly once the album is completed. 

 Next apply a good layer of adhesive to the front cover and adhere your 

chosen patterned paper, I used a brayer to smooth out the paper and ensure 
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there was a good adhesion to the covers. Repeat for the back cover and 

leave to dry. I also weight mine down under some really heavy books to aid 

adhesion and leave overnight. 

 Next repeat the adhesive and apply the papers you have chosen to the inside 

of your page covers. Leave your covers to dry thoroughly. 

 

 To decorate the cover I had bought a Christmas tree iridescent ornament so 

wanted to keep the design fairly simple. I chose a red twine and wound this 

several times around the right-hand side of the cover and tied it through the 

whole at the top of the ornament and then into a bow. I then adhered the tree 

at its base to the page with liquid glue. I then added the glittered red letters 

and the year. 

 

 Now you can begin to cut your pages ready. As my album covers are sized 9 

¾ inches x 7 ¾ inches I decided to make my pages size the same. I made a 

kit of papers I had in my stash and cut these to the correct size.  

 Because my journal will run from 1st December to 6th January I need at least 

37pages however I know that some days I want to document more so I 

actually cut a total of 50 pages. This gives me the freedom to expand on 

certain days such as Xmas day, my birthday and New Years Eve. 

 I also found some overlay sheets which I cut to size to use as pages and 

dividers. I also made some of my own using a sheet music page I found. 

Simply print out the page onto printable acetate. 

  But do not worry if you feel you are unsure of how many pages to cut, as I will 

be showing you how to make some special pages for your album where you 

can document more on just page. 
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Special hidden journaling/photo pages. 

I made a series of pages with extra pockets for tags and card for days I thought there 

might be more pictures and journaling. 

The first one I made was based on this video by 

http://youtu.be/mySxxhdZOp4 

 

This was a lovely addition to make as it only uses one full sheet of 12 x 12 patterned 

paper and a small piece of spare patterned paper to make an extra pocket section. 

The instructions were very simple to follow. Although it is a lot smaller than my main 

pages, it easily adds interest to a larger page. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://youtu.be/mySxxhdZOp4
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The second set is based on these 3 videos by Kathy Orta for her December Daily 

Album 2. 

http://youtu.be/bZ0YEr8ufSE  

http://youtu.be/zKSJJq0uOJY  

http://youtu.be/4snYoU6x0JM  

 

 Kathy produces the most beautiful minibooks with secret journaling pockets and lots 

of ideas for embellishments. All her videos are available on YouTube and although 

the 3 I watched are 45 minutes long each I found them easy to follow and I have 

learned a lot about designing a mini-album insert that expands to suit your needs. 

 

This first page is made for my Christmas day pictures and journaling and includes 

lots of spaces hidden and seen. 

Picture 1 shows the front of the mini insert which I have attached to one of my 

pages. I added ribbon to the insert to allow the page to be closed securely. 

 

This front page has a hidden envelope pocket which holds a journaling card. 

Picture 2 shows the inside cover. This has a pocket for tags which I have decorated. 

I will sue the rears for journaling or small photos. On the right hand side of picture 2 

http://youtu.be/bZ0YEr8ufSE
http://youtu.be/zKSJJq0uOJY
http://youtu.be/4snYoU6x0JM
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is a red card matted with a coloured paper; you can see this opened in picture 4 to 

show an envelope hidden beneath and a journaling card. 

 Picture 3 shows a close-up of one of the tags which I distressed with Tim Holtz 

Distress ink. I stamped the sentiment using embossing ink and clear embossing 

powder. I add some Jenni Bowlin chipboard stars which I had added glitter to a 

sticker and some small stars from Studio Calico. I also added some red twine and a 

pearl pin.  

Picture 5 shows the back of the 2nd page with a sleeve for tags and another page 

with a pocket for tags. Hidden within this page is another journaling page which is 

pulled out. 

I loved the simplicity of using envelopes and patterned papers to make inserts for my 

album which would provide so much extra space to journal and add photographs. I 

also tend to have a lot of memorabilia to add so these pages are perfect. 

Here is another page I made using Kathy’s videos.............. 
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And here is the third..... 

 

Again this is primarily 2 envelopes stuck together and then patterned papers applied 

for decoration and to make journaling pockets and tags. 

Picture 1 is the front where you can see the envelope is plain as I will stick this to my 

page. You can the tab for the hidden journaling card to the right. Picture 2 shows the 

journaling card which has 2 opening label-style flaps and two sides for photos. The 

3rd image shows the opposite page which has a pocket and homemade tag and in 

picture 4 you can see the hidden journaling card within that page. When you turn the 

pages over to the back, there is an added smaller page made from cardstock and 

once opened there is more space for a photo and a page with pockets to hold tags or 

another journaling card. 
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I made a variety of stamped tags to go into my album. I decorated one side and the 

other side I will add either photos or journaling. I have a Polaroid pogo printer which 

prints small pictures which will readily fit. Here are a selection of the ones I’ve made. 

I used plain stamping and also embossed stamping with clear and silver embossing 

powders to gain these effects. 

 

The tags are as follows: 

1. These 2 tags are made using plain manila tags from my local stationers. I 

punched the bauble shape out and then placed patterned paper behind it. I 

added some washi tape and some pompom ribbon. The second tag is made 

using a Technique Tuesday stamp. I used red distress ink to colour the card 

and then added a strip of ribbon and some gold twine. 

2. This second tag is stamped in red using the Technique Tuesday stamp set. I 

then added a pompom for Santa’s hat and some clear stickles to the brim. 

3. This card was coloured using distress inks and the stamped images are from 

a magazine stamp set. I added a ribbon bow to the top. 

4.  Again stamped with the magazine stamp set and added ribbon. 

5. Pictures 5 and 6 are again distressed tags and then I stamped the images 

with embossing ink and clear embossing powder. I added some glittered stars 

from Jenni Bowlin and Studio Calico and some red twine and a pin. 
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Themes for pages. 

Because I have been a regular participant in Journal your Christmas, I already know 

in advance some of the pages we normally complete. These include: 

 A manifesto for Christmas, 

 Putting up decorations and the tree, 

 Favourite music, 

 Parcel wrapping, 

 Christmas lights, 

 Christmas traditions, 

 Christmas menu, 

 Letters to Santa, 

 Christmas Eve (which is my birthday so special pages) 

 Christmas Day obviously, 

 Gifts you loved to receive, 

 New Years Eve, 

 New Year resolutions, 

 Packing everything away. 

 

Here are a few pages based on these prompts. 

 

I also know I will be going to the odd carol concert, a gig, the annual Reindeer 

parade, participating in Storytelling Sunday on the 1st of the month, meeting friend, 

maybe being invited to a party etcetera. So if you know certain events will be falling 

on specific days, you can plan ahead.  
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The ‘’Dear Santa’’ letter was found online a couple of years ago but there were lots 

around at the time. The Reindeer parade page has a cut down Starbucks disposable 

cup in a holder attached to the page. When it is opened there is room for journaling 

or pictures. 

 

Assembly. 

 Once you have all your pages made and embellished, added in your extra 

inserts, envelopes and any other elements you wish to use you need to make 

the holes for your ring binders. 

 For this I use my crop-o-dile. This enables me to accurately retain the depth of 

my holes so they equal throughout my book. I measured two central points on 

my covers and punched 2 holes. Next line up your pages and use your 

punched covers as a template to mark your hole positions onto the pages. 

Punch out the holes using your crop-o-dile. 

 Next take your binding rings and thread them through each page and once 

both covers and pages are in place close them securely. 

 I then added pieces of ribbon tied onto the rings for decoration. 

 Tie your cover ribbons together to secure your album. 
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And here is the finished album....................... 
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I do hope you have enjoyed learning my techniques for making my album and will 

find them useful in your own. I will be blogging about my December and January 

adventures, why don’t you come and visit me to see what else I add to this journal at 

http://curlyscrapbooker.blogspot.co.uk . 

 

http://curlyscrapbooker.blogspot.co.uk/

